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INTRODUCTION  
  

ne Thursday afternoon in June 2012, I sat on a New York City bus going home from 

work. I contemplated the devastating effect of gossiping in the workplace based on 

a previous experience I had. Through the ill treatments I received, I concluded gossipers like to 

project their own attributes onto others. It is as though they want to feel good about themselves by 

doing the former, or, perhaps they want partners in crime.  

In addition, gossipers usually give themselves away by the gossip they spread. I began to 

question God about how I felt. Most times when people do or say something that hurts me, I take 

it to God knowing that He is their maker. One of my usual questions is, “Why do you allow such 

a thing to happen to me?” Then this idea came to me, “I’m a Writer!” Why should I let this feeling 

bottle-up inside me? I should write a book.” After all, writing is a way to heal and soothe the soul. 

Writing allows us to express our thoughts on paper rather than use our mouths in ungodly ways.   

It is my sincere desire that everyone who reads this book will become more knowledgeable 

on the subject of gossip. They will draw closer to God by the application of the biblical promises 

found in this book.   
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What Is Gossip? 

 

 

  

I define gossip as talking about people who are not a part of the problem, or a part of the solution. 

When someone who is a part of the problem comes to me, my advice is to send them back to the 

person they are having the difficulty with, and encourage them to talk it out. Sometimes, I offer to 

mediate as a third party to their exchange so clarification can be given, if necessary, so discussions 

won’t spiral out-of-hand.  

  

I have also found that repeating your stance like a "broken record" helps solve problems. For 

example, in every occasion when gossipers come to you, and if they are a part of the problem I’ll 

say this, "You need to sit down and talk this out with the person(s) you’re having issues with." 

Repeat these words after every mention of the problem. On the other hand, if they are just passing 

along information, just say, “You need to go back to the person, sit down and talk it out." Again, 

repeat every time the topic is brought up. Interesting thing about the broken record is that people 

do not want to hear it and they stop telling you the latest news. 

– Caren Stoffer 

  

Gossipers are nothing but people wishing they were in your position. They deal with their own 

internal shame by trying to belittle those who achieve in order to dumb-down their position by 

their own perceptions. So, they will feel like they are better than the over-achievers, therefore, to 

still feel important. 

-- Bradley Carret  

  

What gossipers are spitting at you is their own projection of fear or inadequacies. Send them a 

hope for peace, and walk away.   

-- Michael Benintall   
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CHAPTER ONE  
 

The Meeting 
  

o begin, I want to share an experience concerning God’s faithfulness to His children 

when they ask Him for justice. I worked at Brooklyn Family Services (BFS) as a 

Special Education Itinerant Teacher (SEIT) for two years. During the first year, two teachers, Ms. 

Allen and Ms. Ladle, decided they’d concoct a story about me saying, that in the absence of Ms. 

Allen, I said her class was out of control. The day Ms. Allen returned to work, she called a meeting 

with the classroom staff and service providers (SEIT and Speech Therapist included). Ms. Allen 

shared information that Ms. Ladle told her, but Ms. Ladle, for some reason, was not at the meeting. 

During the meeting, all eyes settled on me as if to deliberately make me feel uncomfortable. I left 

the meeting feeling annoyed and indignant. Nevertheless, it was not because everyone’s eyes 

settled on me. Rather, I felt it was such a waste of teaching time. I thought, This is shameful, if 

this is what teaching time is reduced to. She had called a meeting based on gossip she received in 

the gossiper’s absence.    

At the end of the meeting, I asked Ms. Allen, "Did Ms. Ladle tell you who the therapist 

was? Why don't you speak to that person?" To me, that would have been the professional approach 

to the situation. She responded, "Well you know, I don't want to point anybody out." While in the 

therapy room, Ms. Kristan, a speech therapist, said to me, “I hope it was not me,” and I said, 

“Don’t worry about it. I would not worry about it.”    

The worse thing to me as a parent and teacher was the meeting took place in the students’ 

presence. I suddenly felt sorry for our children who found themselves in classrooms with teachers 

like Ms. Allen. Most days, all the students in her class were on punishment because, too often, she 

said they misbehaved. She said they acted as if they were the teachers in the class.    

Obviously, the children would not misbehave if they were engaged in anything productive, 

I thought. The children always misbehaved because there were no productive things going on in 

T 
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that pre-K classroom, at least, not for the students. I learned a very important lesson that day that 

gossipers do tell on themselves.    

Thinking back, I realized why Ms. Allen wanted to get rid of me. I refused to laugh at her 

horror stories regarding the children’s future. Ninety-five percent of the time, her morning routine 

turned into talks about the children whose parents from her previous graduating classes went to 

jail, and who she expected their parents to have the same fate from her current class.    

The way she ran her class also upset me. Every so often, she punished the children for 

talking when they had nothing to do to keep them occupied. As punishment, she assigned them 

work from a package of black & white Xerox copies. Ms. Allen often yelled at them because they 

did not understand the work. In the meantime, she sat around gossiping with staff members about 

other colleagues. She did this within proximity of the students. In my opinion, this contributed to 

an unpleasant learning environment for both the students and the staff.    

I believed Ms. Allen felt uncomfortable with me around, because she often suggested I 

worked with my student outside the classroom. However, she might have sent me away to make 

it easier for her to make me the next victim of her gossip.   

I knew they meant the meeting for me because following the little rendezvous, as I called 

it, everybody’s attitude toward me changed. I could hear other SEITs, Speech Therapists, and 

office workers “shushing” whenever I walked into a room.    

One remark topped it all. The SEITs and therapists' supervisor, from the children services 

agency, Mr. Andrew, said to another SEIT in my hearing range, “You’re not like the other SEIT 

that causes trouble in the workplace.”    

A couple days later, following the meeting, Ms. Allen said, with a sinister look and 

deceptiveness in her voice, “I’m going to talk to Mr. Andrew.”   

Many of my coworkers ignored me, especially June, who was a short, heavy-set Caucasian 

woman. She walked past me and never said good morning. Sometimes I said, "Good morning," 

and she ignored me completely.    

A quote by Ralph Waldo Emerson came to mind as I contemplated the ill-treatment I 

received from my colleagues. He said, “To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make 

you something else is the greatest accomplishment.” I thank God that He gave me the gift of 

knowing who I am in Christ.    

No matter what people do to me I will continue to honor God in my behavior. 

Unfortunately, for my colleagues, ignoring or mistreating me just let me know how they felt about 

themselves. The Bible says in Matthew 7:12 to treat others as you want to be treated. I refused to 

treat them the same ill way they treated me. By God’s grace, I was able to smile and say, "Good 

morning," even when they did not answer. I even went out of my way to be generous to my 

colleagues.   
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One snowy afternoon, I overheard June talking to another co-worker in the elevator about 

having three deaths in her family in one month. She looked sad and in distress. I used that 

opportunity to hug her and offer my sympathy saying, “I know how you feel. I had a death in my 

family recently.” I must say that during my ordeal, and upon returning to work, ninety-nine percent 

of my colleagues did not acknowledge I had a death in my family.    

It began to appear that Ms. Allen managed to get my supervisor involved in her gossip. 

Knowing my innocence, I stood my ground and handed the case over to God. Most of my 

colleagues knew my brother hanged himself, but it seemed as though they were trying to push me 

to the edge so I could go and hang myself, too. As usual, God was there for me. He delivered me 

“out of the mouth of the lion” (2 Timothy 4:17). “The Lord shall fight for you, and ye shall hold 

your peace” (Exodus 14:14).  

The next morning, I brought June a card and a heart-shaped jewelry box. I wrote, “Just a 

reminder that Jesus always made provision for moments of grief like this. Cast your cares upon 

Him and you will find relief. I love you, June. With this gift, remember the love of Jesus always.”    

Later that day, I met June on the elevator as I headed to the third floor for my station. 

June wore headphones, smiled and shook her head to the beat of the music as if dancing. I 

handed her a small black bag and said, “Here.”   

She managed to say, “Thank you.”   

I responded, “Sure," not certain that she heard me.    

As I settled down in the therapy room, she walked up to me and gave me a big hug and 

said, “Thank you very much.”     

She likes the Jesus idea, I thought, smiling on the inside. I sometimes worried about 

offending people if I mentioned Jesus just in case Jesus was not part of their religious belief.    

Lately, I have decided that if Jesus is not part of someone’s religious belief, then it is about 

time I introduce Jesus to him or her. For instance, my mom is not part of my friends’ family. When 

the opportunity presents itself, I introduce her to my friends. Jesus is my friend. So I want people 

to, at least, meet Him.    

During the Christmas holidays I found out one of my colleagues, who was a Jew, did not 

believe in Jesus. Though I did not want to offend her if I mentioned Jesus, I wrote, “I know you 

said you don’t believe in Jesus, but Jesus believes in you.” She still talked to me after that.    

Fast forwarding, June’s positive attitude toward me did not last. It was the norm to ignore 

the Christian girl at work. Not to do it meant to exclude oneself from the crowd, it seemed. When 

nobody was around, June smiled and responded back positively whenever I said good morning. 

However, around others, she ignored me just the same. Peer pressure was very real and powerful.   

I must admit I was not always persistent in reaching out to those who disliked me. During 

my two years working at Brooklyn Temple School as the Kindergarten teacher, the preschool 
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teacher, Ms. Corbets and I never got along. I felt a strong dislike for her at first sight. My sixth 

sense told me she did not like me by the dirty looks I was receiving. I decided we both could play 

the hating game. Except that it wasn’t a game. I took it to the extreme. I dreaded having to address 

her about anything, which co-workers usually needed to do. On many occasions, we sat on 

opposite sides facing each other in the cafeteria. We both knew we were looking at each other, but 

at the same time trying to avoid each other’s eyes. She had big, glaring eyes that made me feel 

uncomfortable. After a year and a half there, the burden was too heavy for my heart to bear.     

One bright Wednesday morning, as I reached the top of the steep flight of stairs at the 

school, I felt a load on my heart as if pressing it down to my stomach. My knees weakened, causing 

me to lean against the wall for support. I thought, I need to do something about this.   

I had been reading the Bible, though not faithfully, I knew that God said if you had 

something against your neighbor, you needed to go to him and work it out. Matthew 5:24. 

However, I convinced myself that doing what God commanded would not work. I thought, What 

good will it do to tell Ms. Corbets that I cannot stand her, and that I hate her guts?   

On that dreadful day, with trembling knees, I managed to walk into the principal’s office, 

and asked to speak with Ms. Denheart in private. I always considered her an approachable woman.   

 I explained the situation to her.     

To my surprise, she suggested what God had already commanded. “Stay here. I’ll get Ms. 

Corbets,” she said.    

As I waited, strangely enough, I felt a sense of relief, even though I was not so sure how I 

intended to tell Ms. Corbets how I felt about her.    

“Hi,” she said as she walked in and sat on a chair beside me. Her eyes were bright as usual.    

Looking straight into her eyes, I said, “I don’t know why, but I feel very uncomfortable 

around you. I don’t like you at all and it’s killing me.”    

For whatever reason, she did not seem surprised. She wore a blank expression in her face 

as if I was stressing myself for no reason. With that same blank stare she said, “I’m sorry that you 

feel this way. Let us pray,” as she held my hands.    

The subject of our prayer was to thank God for the opportunity to be free from our burden 

and mend our relationship. We hugged and went our merry way. Though we were never friends 

after that, there was no more hatred bubbling up inside of me at the mere sight of her. The heavy 

burden on my heart was lifted. That incident taught me that it is always in our best interest to do 

as God commands.    

Ms. Corbets and I became telephone prayer partners, organized by Ms. Denheart.    

For Christmas, Ms. Corbets sent me a present, a hair accessory pouch, which I cherish to 

this day. I must say, I was surprised she thought of me in that way. Ever since then, I decided that 

was a gesture worth passing around in the workplace, exchanging gifts with co-workers.   
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CHAPTER TWO  

 

Formidable Task 
  

am not sure how long the teachers were planning their unsuccessful demise of me but 

they sure took their strike at the right time. On September 17, 2010, my second oldest 

brother died. The first day I returned to work from my bereavement leave of absence, Mr. Andrew 

came to observe me. Was that a coincidence? Only God knew.    

Ms. Allen and many others did not even offer their condolences. Obviously, the enemy of 

souls (Satan) knows how to kick a sister while she is down. However, Yahweh (God) who searches 

the heart will always protect His children.    

Through it all, troubled and crying profusely on my knees, I begged God to grant me 

justice against my enemies. Since everyone believed the gossip instead of approaching me about 

it, I realized there was no need to try to defend my cause to anyone. Therefore, it was fitting that 

I followed God’s command, “The Lord shall fight for you, and ye shall hold your peace” (Exodus 

14:14).    

What impressed me the most, was that with all the blows that were thrown at me, I was 

able to stand my ground and walk with my head held high as long as I stayed connected with God 

through prayer. I must admit though; there were times I felt weak in the knees and my heart beat 

faster from fear of my co-workers. I often had to escape to the bathroom to cry and ask God for 

strength. God never let me down.   

Earlier on in the year following, Center for Child Inc. (CCI), took over BFS and 

reevaluation was necessary for all employees to retain their positions. Ms. Allen was only allowed 

to complete the school year. In the meantime, God continued His very special work in me.    

Still, I needed to ask, “God, how do you expect me to pray for and love my enemies when 

they hurt me?”    

For some time, I managed to fake it. However, God would not accept that.    

I 
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One day, I felt unusually heavy-laden and so I went on my knees, “God, please bless my 

colleagues,” when in fact, I knew I could care less about those people. Strangely enough, I did 

not feel better. The Spirit of the Lord revealed to me that I was a hypocrite.    

Suddenly, my silent prayer turned into a scream. I confessed to God that I was incapable 

of loving my enemies and that I was not so sure I loved those I called friends. I then made a plea 

for God to teach me how to achieve this formidable task.   

Every time I walked into a room, I felt my colleagues were talking about me. After a while, 

it all became a huge weight on my heart as I tried to pretend otherwise. Alternatively, I wanted to 

fight back. For instance, I would walk into Ms. Allen’s classroom and say, “Good morning” not 

caring if anyone answered, or heard me. I am not going to repeat myself, I thought. When in fact, 

had it not been for God, I would have had a nervous breakdown. Through constant prayer, God 

led me to understand I needed to not only pray, and claim to love my colleagues, but that I should 

strive to build a relationship with them, when necessary.    

Early one Monday morning, a startling and motivating moment happened between Ms. 

Allen and me. I walked into her classroom and said good morning to all, sat down at a table across 

from her and asked, “How was your weekend?” She looked around and turned back to me asking, 

“Who? Me?” I have to admit she had good reason to wonder whether I was talking to her or not 

because I had never shown an interest in her before.   

After getting to know Ms. Allen, I realized she was a nice, pleasant, and funny person.  

The enemy, Satan, was just using her. The Word of God says, "We wrestle not against flesh and 

blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, 

against spiritual wickedness in high places" (Ephesians 6:12).    

Afterwards, Ms. Allen would usually invite me to her class pajama parties and other events. 

During those moments, we were able to chat and laugh while we worked together.    

That Monday morning conversation started a relationship between us to the point that even 

after she left the center, we stayed in contact via telephone for some time. We became telephone 

friends, and I no longer suffered chest pains when I thought of her or harbored un-forgiveness in 

my heart towards her.   

Additionally, Ms. Allen always responded, “Thank you," whenever I sent her a 

motivational text from the Bible. She occasionally sent well wishes my way in response to mine. 

Through this experience, I learned not to judge people based on isolated actions they take against 

me, but get to know them aside from their acts.   
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CHAPTER THREE  
 

Interesting Case 
  

t the beginning of the subsequent school year, I convinced myself that Ms. Ladle 

was not returning like Ms. Allen. In my heart, I still held some resentment against 

her. To my surprise, she was one of the first few that came back. Ms. Ladle and I shared a silent 

hatred to the point I needed to request a meeting with her and the Inclusion Specialist, Ms. 

Brandon, to discuss her attitude toward me when I began working with a child in her classroom. I 

pointed out that most of the time she instigated my autistic student to scream just to give me a 

hard time.    

On January 14, 2011, I began working with Hadelle in Ms. Ladle's classroom. Since Ms. 

Ladle knew she could not touch me, she took her anger out on Hadelle by provoking her to cry 

right before I came into the room or while I was with her. In addition, I watched Ms. Ladle open 

her classroom door to draw attention to Hadelle's crying so that other staff members would think 

I did not know what I was doing.    

One time, Ms. Brandon walked into the classroom after hearing Hadelle screaming. Ms. 

Ladle said, “She doesn't want to go with her. She was fine all morning." Ms. Ladle pulled Hadelle's 

worksheet away.    

That same afternoon, Hadelle was about to sit down at the table in her usual place to get 

ready for snack. Ms. Ladle pushed her aside and said, "You're not going to sit there if you're 

crying." Ms. Ladle threatened to throw her snack in the garbage. Of course, the girl screamed 

uncontrollably.    

During the week of January 24, at Ms. Ladle's request, I began working with Hadelle in 

the morning instead. By that Tuesday, I came in and found her crying because the dramatic area 

was already full. After many attempts, the assistant teacher and I convinced Hadelle to choose the 

listening center instead. For the most part, Hadelle was calm. She whined every now and then but 

nothing big that would draw the attention Ms. Ladle preferred.    

A 
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Ms. Ladle left the classroom, but kept the door open. She returned five minutes later.    

She pushed Hadelle to the library center, claiming the child was done with the listening 

center.    

Ms. Ladle stood by her table saying, "I could hear you whining while I stood outside the 

classroom."    

To keep Hadelle from Ms. Ladle's wrath, I took her out the classroom to calm her down. 

Suddenly I noticed frown lines on  

Ms. Ladle’s forehead as she rolled her eyes. She must have hated my move.    

I recalled in one of our meetings, in the presence of Ms. Brandon, Ms. Ladle stated, 

"Hadelle does not have any deficiencies with her cognitive skills that she needs to be taken out of 

my classroom. She needs to interact with her peers." Ms. Brandon stopped her and asked 

hypothetically, "At what point, during a session, does a therapist need to remove a student?" I 

shouted HOORAY! on the inside when I heard that statement. I felt victorious.   

As I walked pass the waiting area, Hadelle suddenly became happy and jolly to leave the 

classroom with me. The educational director, Ms. Rogers, was sitting in the waiting area and 

called, "Hadelle!" while looking at us with disbelief in her eyes. As a child on the autism spectrum, 

Hadelle hardly ever expressed joy. It appeared Ms. Ladle had already drawn Ms. Rogers' attention 

to her view of the situation inside the classroom.    

From day one, my interactions with Hadelle were positive. She and I established a great 

rapport. About a month later, Hadelle refused to work with me because of Ms. Ladle's scheme. 

Through much prayer, however, we overcame her scheme. Thank God, who always brings to light 

what is hidden in darkness. (1 Corinthians 4:5).    

Later on that year, the teacher’s assistant, Ms. Jorden, shared with me, unbeknownst to 

her; Ms. Ladle knew how to manipulate Hadelle. She went on to say that sometimes Ms. Ladle 

spoke in Hadelle’s ears. Most times when Hadelle saw me coming, she began to scream, “I don’t 

wanna go with Ms. Nicole. I don’t wanna go with Ms. Nicole.”    

Prior to and during the time of the gossip, I barely spoke to Ms. Ladle because I did not 

have students in her class. Since I knew her teacher’s assistant from the year before, I visited her 

classroom probably twice just to say hello.     

As for the gossip, I am not sure their intentions, but their plan failed. I sensed awkwardness 

in Ms. Ladle’s attitude when we ran into each other in the hallway one day. At first, it took her by 

surprise when I greeted her with a big smile saying, “Hi, how are you doing?” After a while, she 

forced herself to smile back, or avoided my eyes completely.    

I realized becoming a therapist in Ms. Ladle's classroom shocked her. The day my 

supervisor called me to say, “Nicole, I have a very interesting case for you,” I soon realized what 

made the case interesting. It was not the fact that Hadelle was on the autism spectrum, or that she 
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screamed when provoked, but that he wanted me to work in Ms. Ladle’s class, a woman who hated 

me and went the extra mile to try to get rid of me. If it were not for God, I would have quit.    

When I first received the assignment I thought, God, you must know why.   

Soon I learned that it’s a lot easier to love your enemies from a distance. Giving Ms. Ladle 

a smile in the hallway was easy. Being persecuted and watching Hadelle suffer wrath that was 

meant for me required intervention. I realized my mere presence irritated Ms. Ladle. In response, 

she screamed and criticized the children. The day prior to the meeting with Ms. Brandon, she 

complained of having a terrible headache.    

That day I secretly looked at her, thinking, This woman hates me so much. She will give 

herself a stroke.   

Then our eyes met for a few seconds. Frustration was written all over her eyes.    

Except for the children’s sake, I might have enjoyed watching her self-destruct on my 

account, and then I remembered God admonishing Christians to love and pray for their enemies. 

I thought, Okay I'm willing to love her, but God how can we live in peace with one another?   

That evening I asked God, God, what would you have me do to resolve this issue between 

Ms. Ladle and me? I know it’s not in Hadelle’s best interest for us to continue this way.   

The next morning I awakened with a thought, Meet with her.   

I quickly thanked and praised God for the Holy Spirit's power for bringing into 

remembrance the things of the Lord. (John 14:26). Based on Ms. Ladle’s gossip reputation and 

her ability to spread lies, I thought it’s not wise to meet with her alone. Therefore, I solicited Ms. 

Brandon’s presence. I purposely did not tell Ms. Ladle my total rationale for calling the meeting. 

Instead, I told her after I requested the meeting that my plan was to "discuss ways to help Hadelle." 

She tried to compose herself but I could tell the news shocked her. She opened her eyes wide 

enough that for the first time I saw the sclera of her eyes.    

A meeting convened on February 16, 2011. I opened the meeting saying, “I called this 

meeting and what I’m about to say is not to accuse, but rather gain clarity on how I feel.” In front 

of Ms. Brandon, Ms. Ladle’s facial expression changed drastically. Her face radiated with beauty 

as she smiled at me saying, “I don’t have anything against you.”    

I found myself thinking, How beautiful. She is human after all.   

Ms. Ladle and I shook hands on the promise to work together as two professionals for 

Hadelle’s sake.    

At the end of the meeting, I hugged and thanked Ms. Brandon for her time. Ms. Brandon 

complimented me for calling the meeting saying, “Other people would say ‘well you don't like 

me, forget you! I don’t like you either.' But it’s not in her character to do that."    

Once again, I received my victory in Jesus. It pays to do what God says. Those who took 

part in the gossip about me did not know what to do with themselves after that. Those ignoring 
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me, especially June, as well as other fellow therapists felt awkwardly uncomfortable around me. 

They did not know whether to continue to ignore me or praise me. They did neither. However, 

their attitude toward me changed positively.   
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CHAPTER FOUR  
 

Reverse Effect 
  

uring the school year of 2011, I had no students in Ms. Ladle’s class, so she prepped 

another one of my students’ teachers, Ms. Elliott, to follow her example. They were 

close friends. By the first week, I fully understood what was going on and I went straight to God 

with the matter. I must admit, it felt good watching as Ms. Elliott’s scheme took the reverse effect. 

The child, Chanya, whom she instigated to cause chaos, kicked her, spat in her face, tore posters 

off the wall, and so on. She had absolutely no respect for Ms. Elliott. Chanya only enjoyed good 

days at school when Ms. Elliott was absent. I earned bragging rights by claiming that I was the 

only one who could help keep her mischievous behavior under control. Even other service 

providers called on me when Chanya's behavior was out of control.    

I had a good relationship with Chanya's mother, Ms. Singer. She said to me once, "You're 

good with Chanya."    

For some strange reason, every time she saw me she remembered to pray. She would say, 

“Chanya come, we forgot to pray.” I secretly laughed. Especially when she ran into me in a 

crowded elevator, she would say aloud, “Alleluia! Praise the Lord, ya’ll.”    

Every so often, Ms. Singer cursed the teacher when she did not get her way, such as the 

time she brought Chanya to school too early and Ms. Elliott refused to accept her in the class. I 

needed to act as liaison between them. By the middle of the school year, a substitute reported Ms. 

Elliott’s scheme to Ms. Brandon.   

During my second year at the center, another company called Horizon took over CCI. Only 

nine of the previous staff members were rehired. The head director, as well as many managers, 

including Ms. Brandon, lost their positions. Ms. Elliott’s behavior had caused so much tension 

between her and other staff members that she “didn't bother to re-apply,” she told me when I 

visited in late July.    

D 
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Ms. Elliott also made sure to let me know that Chanya’s behavior was “super” after I left 

for vacation and that other service providers could attest to that.    

I thought, Of course, since I was not here, you had no reason to instigate her.   

For the first time during a conversation with Ms. Elliott, I saw in her eyes what made 

Chanya spit in her face. She was mean and inconsiderate.    

In 2012, Ms. Ladle was still at the center; however, I was no longer there. Ever since Ms. 

Allen and Ms. Ladle gossiped about me, I scorned the school to be a “God-forsaken place.” I 

found an opportunity to transfer to a new center, so, I seized it.    

Upon seeing Ms. Ladle in September 2011, I recalled asking God, “Why is she still here?” 

Deuteronomy 7:22 says, “The Lord your God will drive out these nations before you little by 

little” (HCSB).    

Okay Lord. More lessons to learn, I thought.   

Though tempted to do otherwise, I tried my very best to be nice to those who tried their 

very best to be mean to me. Doing right by my enemies is not easy but it is worth every effort to 

do as God commands. There is a French saying, “En mangeant, l'appétit vient" (As you eat, your 

appetite comes); even though we may be doing something with the wrong attitude, God can help 

us do it with the right attitude if we ask Him. He can help us be our best self.    

I must admit that, at times, I could not help but think when I was mourning my brother’s 

death, instead of receiving sympathy; I got grief from my co-workers. It was very difficult for me 

to get over. Experiences like this make me want to fight back, hold grudges, and harbor un-

forgiveness to the grave. At least, this is how the enemy of souls would have it; but praise to the 

Lord, Jesus Christ, who took on the cross of Calvary to redeem me from all filthiness. Oh, what I 

gain through His pain.   
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16 Tips on How to Respond to Gossipers in the Workplace 
  

 

 

With the help of my LinkedIn friends and personal experiences, I was able to come up with 16 tips 

on how to respond to gossipers in the workplace. It is my conviction that other employees as well 

as employers will find these tips useful in helping them stay away from developing this bad habit 

called gossip.  

  

1)  Change the Topic   

  

Gossipers are very skilled in their crafts. Out of nowhere, a conversation with them can turn into 

a gossip about someone. Sometimes even their best pals. It is an uncomfortable feeling to me 

always having to find a way to keep it from prolonging.  

  

2)  Keep Conversations Short and Precise  

  

Talk for specific purposes only. You may want to ask a question or get specific information about 

something. Gossipers tend to be whiners. They complain a lot, which leads to blaming others and 

before you know it, you find yourself caught in a gossiper’s trap.   

  

For instance, imagine this scenario between you and a gossiper.   

You: How is your day so far?  

Gossiper: Hummm. . . not too well.  

You: What happen? Are you ok?  

Gossiper: Well, I was fine until Ms. ABC started complaining about her husband and how he’s 

been cheating on her. So draining, you know!    

There you have it, caught in a gossiper’s trap. All you were doing was having a caring conversation 

with a colleague. At this point, the best response would be  

You: Well, I know you’re a survivor! You’ll be fine (and walk away with a smile as you look at 

your watch).  
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3)  Suggest They Pray About the Issue  

  

When you ask a simple “How are you?” and they start whining, you make this suggestion before 

someone’s name is mentioned in the conversation and walk away. Moreover, you get to witness 

for Christ.   

 

4)  Avoid Idle Time  

  

I compare allowing idle time around gossipers to selling your soul to the devil. They will keep you 

pre-occupied with mischievous conversations. Therefore, your best bet is to plan to keep yourself 

occupied in order to avoid talking about someone else’s personal business.  

  

5)  Be Friendly but Not Available  

  

You do not want them to feel too comfortable and the need to bring you juicy gossip. Living a 

gossip-free life is not easy. Sometimes you may have to put up a busy demeanor to keep from 

being part of the crowd. It is my firm belief that people who steal with you, will also steal from 

you. In other words, what gossipers tell you about others, they will tell others about you.  

  

6)  Beware of Enticing Questions  

  

Sometimes gossipers may ask you a question just so they can start badmouthing someone. Beware! 

How you answer those questions is very crucial to whether you'll feed into their appetite or shun 

them off as professionally as possible. For instance, you may be asked, “Why is it that I never see 

Ms. ABC? Now the word ‘never’ in this question spells trouble, and you know you are in for a 

trap. Your answer might be, “Well, you know this is an itinerant position. We move around and 

are never in one place.”  

  

7)  Addictive Habit  

  

While some of us detest gossip, nevertheless, we all have faults of our own that we hope one day 

God will eradicate from our lives. I believe any habit can become addictive if not kept in check, 
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and gossiping is not excluded. Take time to pray for the gossipers in your life. You never know, 

one day they may be healed from their addiction.  

  

 

 

These suggestions below were given by my LinkedIn friends after starting a 

discussion thread on this topic.  

  

8)  Do Not Participate  

  

Make it clear you do not want to participate by letting others know that it's wrong to gossip about 

anyone and you will not, not only join in but you will not even listen - then get up and leave. It is 

very difficult - but it can be done when the purpose in your heart is not to be a part of it.  

− Cindie Gordon 

  

How do you do that without being discourteous to one's character?   

− Nicole Benoit-Roy  

 

Not sorry in saying this, but the one gossiping has either a poor character or a good character 

becoming tarnished. A sweet 90ish-year-old woman in one of the Bible study classes at my church 

said her father told her this when she was young: "Girl, that red rag in your mouth is going to be 

your downfall one of these days." Gossipers have those red rags wagging and flapping in the breeze 

of their own mouths. Unfortunately, the wind blowing is going to hurt someone else while the 

wagger is beating his or her own character to a pulp. Guess you can look at it another way, that 

red rag is going to stir up an angry bull.   

  

In addition, usually when one is gossiping about another it is to make the gossiper “look” and feel 

better about him or herself - but it is defeating in and of itself. It is a destroyer of character more 

for the person talking than the one being talked about even though both get hurt. I have a lamp on 

my desk. It has the three monkeys see no evil, speak no evil, hear no evil. Daily reminder, I would 

rather have an enemy not willing to listen or talk about me than to have a so-called friend who 

attacks me behind my back. One would be more respected by holding his or her tongue and putting 

his or her fingers in his or her ears than joining the crowd.  

− Cindie Gordon 
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9)  Keep Your Hands and Nose Clean  

  

I have dealt with this issue on many levels, being from an urban neighborhood. Honestly, there is 

not too much you can do about gossip. That is how some entertain themselves because they have 

nothing better to do with their lives. If you are part of the gossip, meaning if they are gossiping 

about you, then simply do not answer to it, get mad, or fit the description of the gossip they spread. 

Keep your hands and nose clean.   

  

In addition, Robert Green teaches in the 48 laws of power to learn how to use your enemies. In my 

neighborhood, we refer to gossipers as "Haters." I am sure you have heard the term before. We 

also have a universal proverb that has been unofficially established but adopted among all urban 

dwellers that says, "Haters make me famous." The people that gossip about others do nothing but 

make the person they are gossiping about more and more popular. Learn how to use this to your 

advantage. If you are going to be in the mouths of others give them something to talk about, 

improve yourself so in the midst of their gossip they will have no choice but to mention your 

improvements also.   

− Bradley Carret  

  

Bradley, I try telling myself that gossipers make me famous and then I get angry with God for 

asking me to love my enemies. How is that possible when the gossip is so upsetting?  

− Nicole Benoit-Roy   

  

It is very hard to love your enemies at first! However, as you seek God's ways and understanding, 

it will become easy and joyful to be strong enough to act completely opposite of what people 

expect. Gossiping usually does not start until someone is trying to do better either in his or her life 

or in excelling over the others around him or her. There will always be those that are here to stop 

your progress. Start small, once a day, respond to something that is aimed at hurting you in a 

different way. For instance, next time you hear a rumor about yourself, completely ignore it. 

Moreover, NEVER stop doing what you are doing because someone gossips about it. If anything, 

you should do it even more. Loving your enemies is a process, by focusing on what your future 

holds will help keep your mind off of what people say and make it easier to love them in the midst 

of their ignorance.  

− Bradley Carret   
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10)  Let the Sound Pass Through  

  

A dog barks every night at 2:00 a.m., which wakes me. My wife asked me if I was going to talk to 

the owner. I responded that my peace could not be held hostage by the owner’s performance or 

reliability. I chose to practice letting the sound pass through me, instead of crash into me. Now the 

sound of the dog barking is no different from the crickets. In addition, I am in charge of my peace.  

-- Diane Donavan   

  

Diane, I was moved almost to tears after reading your comment. However, how do you keep 

gossiping under control during a conversation with gossipers? Especially, if they are the people 

you have to collaborate with at work.  

-- Nicole Benoit-Roy   

  

One has no control over others, gossipers included. One only has control over one's own reaction. 

Give them love (the more they feel loved the less they need to take down others to feel superior). 

One technique I have found helpful is to say something positive about the "slandered" person as 

soon as the gossiper gets going.  

  

Alternatively, instigate a conversation with one of the gossipers and say, "You know I love how 

you always have something nice to say about others. That's one of my favorite things about you, 

always positive, always caring of others." They will kill themselves for more of your praise and 

you will have shown LOVE for both sides.  

-- Diane Donavan   

  

11)  Be Strong  

  

The meekest is the strongest! As a child of God, you are gaining strength with every challenge. He 

is building you up. Do not let Him down by giving up. God gives you fine qualities. Do not let 

others rob you of them.  

–- Cindie Gordon 

  

Cindie, this has been an issue for me for years now to a point where the longest I have stayed at a 

job was 2 years. I have been such a chicken and kept running from gossipers. I have been praying 

that God would help me break that cycle. The action irks me even when I am not the "slandered."  
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I hope God will help me make it beyond 2 years this time.  

-- Nicole Benoit-Roy   

  

Nicole, take another perspective: Are you running from where God wants you? Quit being a 

chicken and be strong in the Lord. You cannot outrun the world. Does God want you to quit on 

Him? There is probably someone there and could just be the one flapping his or her gums that you 

are there for - by God's plan. Do not give up; do not give in. Keep your eyes on the Lord you love 

and He will take care of you and the situation.  

-- Cindie Gordon 

 

12)  Pray, Pray, Pray  

  

Especially, pray for the ones who are wagging their red rag. It is hard to have a grudge or bitterness 

toward someone you are praying for directly. Your weakness is coming straight from the evil one 

who is purposefully draining your strength. Pray every day. I pray through the Lord's Prayer every 

day making it personal. When I get to "as I forgive those," I inject those names that I need the Lord 

to help me with. He already knows; however, He wants to hear your voice say it aloud. Not that it 

makes any difference to Him hearing you, but there is something about saying a person’s name 

aloud, that you pray for that feels differently to you. The Lord is long-suffering. We should strive 

diligently to be also. The person gossiping must have something going on in his/her life that is 

hurting him/her. Try to see behind those eyes and pray for the circumstances that are causing their 

flesh to lash out at others.   

-- Cindie Gordon 

  

13)  Speak Up  

  

It is inevitable that we have gossips. At the root of the issue of gossip is the unfortunate state of 

mind (insecurity). Most people do not gossip out of malice. When a conversation begins with a 

question such as: "Have you heard? Did you know? Guess what?” You can be sure it is breaking 

news time.  

 

Chances are, when you are not present; the same will be said of you. To stop it, start by not being 

a part of it. When in a room where there is defamation of character or someone is being talked 

about simply state, "I do not feel comfortable being a part of this conversation,” or simply ask if 

the person being talked about is aware. My favorite is just stating, “This has not been my 
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experience with this individual.” One must be willing to risk being labeled. It works, try it, be 

willing to seem "odd." I can assure you however; that people appreciate it deep down, because 

they know their back is safe!  

− Mandy Marshell 

  

Thanks Mandy for shedding some light on this subject. It is nice to know why gossiper’s gossip, 

however, the damage they sometimes cause still weighs heavily on the slandered. Is it fair for 

gossipers to ruin one's reputation with their insecurity?   

− Nicole Benoit-Roy   

  

True! Those who engage in gossip cause damage. Please note that SOMETIMES there is often 

some element of truth in content of gossip. The twisted aspect of it hurts. People often assume they 

know when assumptions are made; they make a FOOL OF YOU AND ME! No pun intended.   

− Mandy Marshell 

  

14)  Ask for Patience under Persecution  

  

Nip it in the bud. People who gossip are idle, and sometimes have what the spiritual writers refer 

to as the green-eyed monster, JEALOUSY, or ENVY; no one wants to admit that. I have this to 

say, in the name of GOD, pray for your persecutors. It's not an easy thing to do; however, practice 

makes perfect. Pray for patience under persecution and that charity may reign in all situations for 

God loves all. He makes the sun shine even on the enemy. When we have the opportunity to 

counsel and admonish, let us do so in charity for it is our duty.  

− Mandy Marshell 

  

15)  Be Responsible  

  

Responsibility is an inward quality that we all possess and it is up to us how we use it. The first 

order of business is controlling one's own thoughts, words, and actions--let the other person do the 

same.  

− Maddie Sander 

  

Maddie, I never thought of this in terms of being responsible. Nevertheless, you make a good point. 

I guess if we choose to destroy others with what comes out of our mouth then we need to be  
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responsible enough to accept the consequences knowing that ‘what goes around comes around.’  

− Nicole Benoit-Roy  

 

16)  Know the Trigger  

  

Nicole, I had a thought. Are you very outspoken about your religion? It could be the cause of 

gossip on different occasions. Religion is a gossip trigger.  

− Tom Banner  

  

Tom, when it comes to the Christian faith, talk is cheap. I am more interested in living it rather 

than talking about it. The closest I came to talking about religion was suggesting that they pray 

about a situation after many attempts to prevent it in ways such as avoiding lengthy conversations, 

etc. Or I would answer direct questions. Once, someone asked me what day I go to church. I gave 

a direct response. Another time, a co-worker called me a "godly woman." I just smiled and walked 

away. Let's just say what I do mostly is smile and do the work that I am there to do. If that is giving 

people a reason to gossip, then I really need help.  

− Nicole Benoit-Roy  

  

No, Nicole. THEY are the ones who need the help.  

− Tom Banner 

  

Thank you all! I feel much better prepared to handle the gossiping at work for the new school year. 

I pray that God will grant me the wisdom to know what to say when I am drawn in. Since I have 

to talk to my colleagues anyway, I may as well ask for God's wisdom to keep me from falling into 

a gossiper's trap and from being judgmental. After all, everybody has his/her own struggles.  

-- Nicole Benoit-Roy  
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You reach the end! ☺  

 

Thank you for reading my book. I hope you enjoyed it and learned a few things.  

 

I would be grateful to know your thoughts on it.  

 

Kindly leave a book review on the Amazon review page.  

  

  

  

Now, I invite to test your memory with the questions on the next page.  

 

Remember to have fun as you do.  

 

God bless!  
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QUESTIONS 
  

 

 

1) How many times is the word “PRAY” mentioned in this book?  

  

  

  

  

2) According to Mandy Marshell, what is at the ROOT of the issue of gossip?  

  

  

  

  

3) On what page is the word “PRAY” mentioned the most?  

  

  

  

  

4) Name the only PET mentioned in this book.  

  

  

  

  

5) According to Cindie Gordon, what does the father of the sweet 90ish-year-old woman refer to 

the TONGUE as?  
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About The Book 

 

"Gossip stings the soul!" 

Ms. Allen, the teacher in the preschool classroom can't keep her red rag from wagging against 

and stinging her students. Nicole is a therapist who refused to join in on her wagging and 

stinging spree. Ultimately, she became her next red rag victim. 

 

In this book you will learn how to: 

-Discourage gossip in the workplace 

-Avoid gossip in the workplace 

-Set the standard for your own behavior in the workplace 

 

In "The Wagging Red Rag: How Gossip stings the soul," Nicole Benoit-Roy shares her struggles 

as a red rag victim and how she overcame the stings of gossip through faith in her Lord, Jesus 

Christ. You can, too. 
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